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Our teabag is enough to make two cups of tea. All blends are uni-
que, and formulated ad hoc for each story. They contain whole leaf 
teas, the flavours are not artificial but obtained through first choice 
natural ingredients. 

OUR INGREDIENTS

OUR TEA BAG

OUR PRODUCTION

OUR PRINTING

80
 m

m

65
 m

m

65 mm

Mix amount = 3g

infusion time = 5 min.

infusion time = 3-4 min

Mix amount = 2g

45 mm

3

OTHERS 
BRAND

The production final step is the 
hand-made linking of teabag with 
the booklet. We have chosen to col-
laborate with some Italian social 
cooperatives: it is a way to give to 
the underprivileged a chance of 
social integration.

We press in a historical printing hou-
se in Milan, that uses recycled paper 
and paperboard. The out of standard 
format, the small runs, the use of heat 
embossed metal plates and fluo inser-
ts for the cover, finally the binding with 
two staples need high skills and com-
petences. 
The product results as a small made in 
Italy excellence, to be collected, title to 
title, after reading.

Narratè© is like an emotional sand-glass 
with three ingredients: time, blend and 
stories. We guarantee magic of the first 
through quality, the care and competence 
preparing the other two. That’s why we 
are maniacally committed in every detail, 
as we are aware that perfection doesn’t 
belong with us, but attention does.

•• DO YOU KNOW THAT? ••



Black tea | Cinnamon | Saffron
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ISBN 9788885507005  |  € 4.90

Stories and blends 
to discover the 
essence of the most 
relevant places of 
the world, during 
the brewing time. 

PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPLANET line MILAN

THE ESSENCE OF MILANO IN A TEA
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written to 
catch and with ease render the heart, the nature of Milano and its inhabitants. 
Available in two languages (Ita/Eng) – 1st edition 2015, 2nd edition 2016, 3rd edition 
2018

Stefano D’ANDREA
Writer and storyteller, born in 1967, from Milan. 
He designed Umani a Milano and Gatto Morto, he wrote La 
vita è una pizza (Corbaccio editore – February 2015) and Il 
padre è nudo (Baldini+Castoldi – December 2018).

A section containing short information, to discover the place special features 
that made it famous all around the world, and the history of the unforgettable 
events. We have also add  the ‘Unusual Top ten’: the less know but equally cool 
sites, near the most important monuments. Last but not least, there are some 
tips on what to eat and drink, and where to go shopping. 

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.

We have chosen saffron, to evoke the world famous risotto alla milanese. 
Cinnamon has useful properties and it can balance red tea with saffron ... it was 
also used by ancient as aphrodisiac. Few ingredients? In Milano, “less is more”. 

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE
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Black tea | Rooibos | Ginger | Cloves | Nutmeg

+
IMPROVED2019

Venezia has been the gate through which oriental spices entered into the Oc-
cident. Their price was been determined by the length of the journey. We have 
selected those spice that were the most precious and expensive at the time, 
such: cloves and nutmeg. They used to need about three years to arrive in 
Venezia. Rooibos and ginger complete the exotic evocation. 

    ISBN 9788885507043 |  € 4.90

Stories and blends 
to discover the 
essence of the most 
relevant places of 
the world, during 
the brewing time. 

PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPLANET line VENICE

Michele GNESOTTO
Fifty years old, born in Bassano del Grappa, graduate in 
Political Science, separated and with a beloved daughter. 
He is a computer systems analyst by job, writer by passion. 
He loves mountain biking, reading and drinking good wine. 

A section containing short information, to discover the place special features 
that made it famous all around the world, and the history of the unforgettable 
events. We have also add  the ‘Unusual Top ten’: the less know but equally cool 
sites, near the most important monuments. Last but not least, there are some 
tips on what to eat and drink, and where to go shopping. 

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

THE ESSENCE OF VENICE IN A TEA
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written to 
catch and with ease render the heart, the nature of Venice and its inhabitants. 
Available in two languages (Ita/Eng) – 1st edition 2016, 2nd edition 2018

MULTIMEDIA 
CONTENT
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Black tea | Mint | HAZELNUT | Cinnamon | Vanilla | Hibiscus | Sagebrush

Enrica TESIO
Blogger and writer from Torino; she has two children, two cats 
and a mortgage. Graduate in Humanities (with a Movie-making 
specialization), she has been working as copywriter since she 
was twenty. She published La verità vi spiego sull’amore, in 
2015; from it the eponymous Max Croci’s movie came from, 
with Ambra Angioini, Carolina Crescentini and Giuliana De Sio. She published her 
second novel, Dodici ricordi e un segreto, with Bompiani. 

We have been inspired by those products that are peculiar of Torino, such 
hazelnuts and mint (a local variety is grown in the area), but especially sage-
brush, the main ingredient to prepare Vermouth, of which Turin is the capital. 

ISBN 9788885507135  |  € 4.90

PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPLANET line TURIN

A section containing short information, to discover the place special features 
that made it famous all around the world, and the history of the unforgettable 
events. We have also add  the ‘Unusual Top ten’: the less know but equally cool 
sites, near the most important monuments. Last but not least, there are some 
tips on what to eat and drink, and where to go shopping. 

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

THE ESSENCE OF TURIN IN A TEA
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written 
to catch and with ease render the heart, the nature of Turin and its inhabitants. 
Available in two languages (Ita/Eng) – 1st edition 2018

Stories and blends 
to discover the 
essence of the most 
relevant places of 
the world, during 
the brewing time. 
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IT DOES NOT CONTAIN THEINE

Rooibos | PISTACHIOS | Black cherry | Pear | Black pepper | Nutmeg

Leonardo MALAGUTI
Born in 1993, he is graduate in Entertainment Arts and 
Science at Sapienza University of Rome. He wrote plays 
and narratives, he is both film director and illustrator and 
he works between Rome and Bologna. He took part in many 
theatre and movie projects, and he is about to publish his 
latest novel, Dopo il diluvio, with Exorma.

We have chosen a base of rooibos (incorrectly called red tea) instead of the real 
one, in order to evoke the fame of Bologna as the red town (for walls and roofs). As 
it is known also like “la ghiottona”, we have been inspired by pistachio (of Morta-
della) and nutmeg (of tortellini and ragù). We have finally added pear (the IGT local 
variety) and cherries (to remind those of Vignola). 

ISBN 9788885507081  |  € 4.90

Stories and blends 
to discover the 
essence of the most 
relevant places of 
the world, during 
the brewing time. 

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

A section containing short information, to discover the place special features 
that made it famous all around the world, and the history of the unforgettable 
events. We have also add  the ‘Unusual Top ten’: the less know but equally cool 
sites, near the most important monuments. Last but not least, there are some 
tips on what to eat and drink, and where to go shopping. 

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.

THE ESSENCE OF BOLOGNA IN A TEA
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written to 
catch and with ease render the heart, the nature of Bologna and its inhabitants. 
Available in two languages (Ita/Eng) – 1st edition 2017

PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPLANET line BOLOGNA
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Black tea | Hibiscus | Black mallow | Cinnamon | Ginger | Rosemary 

+
IMPROVED2019

Cristina GIUNTINI
Born in Firenze but living in Prato, she has an office job. In 
her free time she writes and reviews books, she attends to 
theatre courses and she travels. She also is the president 
of a cultural association, that deals with Eurovision Song 
Contest, writing articles and making interview. She speaks 
six languages.

We have been inspired by the name of the city, once Fiorenza, city of the flowers, and 
by its symbol: lily. A soft and floral blend, with a touch of rosemary, in Tuscan dialect 
“ramerino”, which is the leitmotif of the story, during the city exploration. It is also 
used in traditional cuisine of Tuscany and Florence.

ISBN 9788885507067  |  € 4.90

Stories and blends 
to discover the 
essence of the most 
relevant places of 
the world, during 
the brewing time. 

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

A section containing short information, to discover the place special features 
that made it famous all around the world, and the history of the unforgettable 
events. We have also add  the ‘Unusual Top ten’: the less know but equally cool 
sites, near the most important monuments. Last but not least, there are some 
tips on what to eat and drink, and where to go shopping. 

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.

PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPLANET line FLORENCE

THE ESSENCE OF FLORENCE IN A TEA
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written to 
catch and with ease render the heart, the nature of Florence and its inhabitants. 
Available in two languages (Ita/Eng) – 1st edition 2016 2nd edition 2018, 3rd edition 2019

MULTIMEDIA 
CONTENT
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WITH MAP 

Green tea |Juniper | Sunflower petals | Sage | Eucalyptus | Rosemary

BASED ON GREEN TEA

Elena GUERRINI
Born in Maremma, she lives between Milan and the rest of the 
world. She is an actress-author, storyteller, film director, writer and 
teacher. Her plays, Orti Insorti, Bella Tutta (edited by Garzanti) and 
Vie delle donne are performed in theatres as well as in festivals, 
gardens and terraces (when it doesn’t rain). She designed “A teatro 
col baratto” festival in 2007, and now she runs it. 

The only green tea base blend. We have chosen to remind the green of the fields and 
the yellow of sunflowers, in order to propose a balsamic blend (with juniper and eu-
calyptus). From an  unhealthy place, where people used to die, Maremma turned into a 
land of wellness, where tourists come to regenerate. Rosemary and sage, that are both 
officinal, complete this blend, being typical of Maremma cuisine and of Mediterranean 
scrub. 

ISBN 9788885507142  |  € 4.90

Stories and blends 
to discover the 
essence of the most 
relevant places of 
the world, during 
the brewing time. 

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

A section containing short information, to discover the place special features 
that made it famous all around the world, and the history of the unforgettable 
events. We have also add  the ‘Unusual Top ten’: the less know but equally 
cool sites, near the most important monuments. Last but not least, there are 
some tips on what to eat and drink, and where to go shopping. We have also 
add an original Maremma map, which distinguishes High Maremma, Maremma 
Grossetana and Maremma Laziale, with all their municipalities.

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 
Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.

PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPLANET line MAREMMA

THE ESSENCE OF MAREMMA IN A TEA
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written to 
catch and with ease render the heart, the nature of Maremma and its inhabitants. 
Available in two languages (Ita/Eng) – 1st edition 2018
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Black tea | Mint | Lemongrass | Cinnamon | Ginger  | Laurel 

Luca NOTARIANNI
Born in Itri (Latina), he lives in Roma and he is a psychologist. 
He writes in his free time, and he is been taking part 
successfully in several literary competitions. Many of his 
works are selected and published in anthologies or magazines.

Mint is a typical ingredient of Roman cuisine, while laurel has useful properties and 
it is a symbolic plant above all, meaning immortality. It was used as crown for the 
most relevant emperors and artists. Cinnamon was already used by ancient Romans 
as aphrodisiac. Finally, lemongrass is a powerful natural digestive, so it is useful to 
finish the distinctive Roman ‘magnate’ (binges). 

ISBN 9788885507029  |  € 4.90

Stories and blends 
to discover the 
essence of the most 
relevant places of 
the world, during 
the brewing time. 

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

A section containing short information, to discover the place special features 
that made it famous all around the world, and the history of the unforgettable 
events. We have also add  the ‘Unusual Top ten’: the less know but equally cool 
sites, near the most important monuments. Last but not least, there are some 
tips on what to eat and drink, and where to go shopping. 

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.

PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPLANET line ROME

THE ESSENCE OF ROME IN A TEA
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written to 
catch and with ease render the heart, the nature of Rome and its inhabitants. 
Available in two languages (Ita/Eng) – 1st edition 2016
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Black tea | Lemon | Pomegranate | Myrtle | Pepper | Rosemary

Felicia D’AMORA
Tour guide for Regione Campania, painting restorer, art histo-
rian, she also organizes cultural events.  She is born in Pompei, 
just under the Vesuvio. She loves history, art and literature; 
she organized and cared workshops, meetings, books laun-
ches, exhibitions and theatre festivals. 

We have been inspired by the archaeological site fresco and painting, that repre-
sent lemons, myrtle, pomegranate, rosemary and pepper. They have been mixed 
with a red tea base, and all together they recreate the same flavours and tastes 
that used to excite the ancient people of Pompeii. 

ISBN 9788885507012  |  € 4.90

Stories and blends 
to discover the 
essence of the most 
relevant places of 
the world, during 
the brewing time. 

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

A section containing short information, to discover the place special features 
that made it famous all around the world, and the history of the unforgettable 
events. We have also add  the ‘Unusual Top ten’: the less know but equally cool 
sites, near the most important monuments. Last but not least, there are some 
tips on what to eat and drink, and where to go shopping. 

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.

PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPLANET line POMPEII

THE ESSENCE OF POMPEII IN A TEA
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written 
to catch and with ease render the heart, the nature of ancient Pompeii and its 
inhabitants. Available in two languages (Ita/Eng) – 1st edition 2017
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WITH MAP

Black tea | Rooibos | Orange | Lemon | Orange blossomos | PISTACHIOS | Rosemary

Gian Mauro COSTA
Born in Palermo, he lives there. Journalist for L’Ora e Rai, he is 
an author and video and documentaries film director. He wrote 
several short stories and five novels for Sellerio: the last one 
is Stella o croce, published in February 2018.

We have easily found typical and evocative ingredients for Sicilia blend: citrus 
fruits, orange blossom and pistachio (it is famous the one of Bronte). Thanks to 
rooibos, this blend is soft and fruity. A scent of rosemary stresses the Mediterra-
nean tempered of the blend.

ISBN 9788885507111 |  € 4.90

Stories and blends 
to discover the 
essence of the most 
relevant places of 
the world, during 
the brewing time. 

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

A section containing short information, to discover the place special features 
that made it famous all around the world, and the history of the unforgettable 
events. We have also add  the ‘Unusual Top ten’: the less know but equally cool 
sites, near the most important monuments. Last but not least, there are some 
tips on what to eat and drink, and where to go shopping. We have also added a 
region map, in order to see the regions distribution.

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.

PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPLANET line SICILY

THE ESSENCE OF SICILY IN A TEA
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written to 
catch and with ease render the heart, the nature of Sicily and its inhabitants. 
Available in two languages (Ita/Eng) – 1st edition 2018
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PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPEOPLE line DANTE ALIGHIERI

Black tea | Rosemary | Hibiscus | Mallow | Star anise | Rose | Ginger | Bay

+
IMPROVED2019

A TEA WITH DANTE ALIGHIERI
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time.Written to 
catch and with ease render great poet Dante Alighieri’s nature. Available in two 
languages (ITA/ENG). 1st edition 2017 - 2nd edition 2019

Angelo CHIARETTI
Born in 1949, graduate in Psychology at University of Urbino, he 
is the president of Centro Studi Danteschi S. Gregorio in Conca. 
Commander of Repubblica Italiana per cultural merits. He publi-
shed several books and studies about Alighieri’s life and works, 
and he gave lectures about Dante in Italy and abroad, in account 
of Public Bodies and Associations.

To FIRENZE blend we have added rose (symbol of love, main theme for the Poet), 
star anise, the only spice star shaped (in the Divina Commedia, the most impor-
tant of Dante’s works, the stars have an important part: “[...] uscimmo a riveder le 
stelle”, as in the end of the poem: “[...] l’amor che move il cielo e l’altre stelle.”. Lastly 
we have chosen laurel, because Dante is always represented with a laurel crown. 

 ISBN 9788885507036 |  € 4.90

Stories and flavors, 
to discover the 
essence of the 
most relevant 
personalities of 
history, during tea 
brewing time.

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

MULTIMEDIA 
CONTENT

A section containing short information to know what has made Dante Alighieri 
world famous, essential biography, 5 oddities, 5 additional links. Further mul-
timedia content available through QR code on penultimate page.

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.
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Black tea | Rooibos | Cinnamon | Vanilla | Chocolate | Cardamom

+
IMPROVED2019

MULTIMEDIA 
CONTENT

Luca CARICATO
Born in Potenza in 1975. He studied in Paris, at Sorbonne 
University; in 2007 he published his thesis about Leonardo da 
Vinci: “Scibile Invisibile Proibito”. This rose the attention of 
TV shows like: Augias’ Enigma, Mattino 5 with Sgarbi. TG Leo-
nardo, Venerdì di Repubblica, Corriere della sera speak about 
him. He teaches Cinematography and Film Criticism at University of Basilicata. 
He moved in Milan in 2015. 

We have been inspired by the Tuscan genius’s universality, to formulate 
a blend with ingredients from all over the world: red tea-China/Orient, 
rooibos-Africa, cinnamon/cardamom-Asia, vanilla/cacao- America.

 ISBN 9788885507159  |  € 4.90

2019 | CELEBRATION | 500th

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

Stories and flavors, 
to discover the 
essence of the 
most relevant 
personalities of 
history, during tea 
brewing time.

PRODUCT SHEET               NarraPEOPLE line LEONARDO DA VINCI

A TEA WITH LEONARDO DA VINCI
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written 
to catch and with ease render universal genius Leonardo Da Vinci’s nature. 
Available in two languages (ITA/ENG). 1st edition 2018 - 2nd edition 2019

A section containing short information to know what has made Leonardo da 
Vinci world famous, essential biography, 5 oddities, 5 additional links. Further 
multimedia content available through QR code on penultimate page.

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.



PRODUCT SHEET             NarraLIFE line LOVE
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02
-2

02
1

White tea | Tea rose petals | Blackberry leaf | Fireweed | Strawberry | Chilli pepper

 WITH WHITE TEA

Franco BOLELLI
Franco Bolelli was born in Milano, where he lives. Philosopher and 
writer, he published books like: Tutta la verità sull’amore (Sper-
ling&Kupfer, 2015), featured with Manuela Mantegazza and Viva 
Tutto! (Add, 2010), with Lorenzo Cherubini, alias Jovanotti. He de-
signed and realized events and festivals such Il Festival dell’Amore. 

ISBN 9788885507333  |  € 4.90

Love is the only blend of precious white tea. White contains all colours as well as 
the word “love” can include all kind of loving feeling. An aphrodisiac mix with rose 
petals, which stimulate endorphin production, blackberry leaves and strawberries 
that contain a lot of zinc (useful to increase male and female libido). Fireweed 
stimulates serotonin production, which improve erogenous zones sensitiveness 
(with the consequence of better sex in time and quality). Finally, chilli pepper is a 
good metabolic accelerator and vasodilator.

Stories and flavors, 
to discover the 
essence of life in 
all its expressions, 
during tea brewing 
time.

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

MULTIMEDIA 
CONTENT

NEWS

2019

THE ESSENCE OF LOVE IN A TEA 
An original story that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. Written 
to catch and with ease render the essence of the most important feeling: love.
Available in two languages (ITA/ENG). 1st edition 2019

It contains 25 unmissable suggestions by Narratè©: from places to movies, 
from books to songs and aphrodisiac food. A page is dedicated to render the 
sense of “I love you in all the languages of the world”. Finally, on the penul-
timate page a QR code allows to have access to special pages multimedia 
content. 

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.
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Black tea | Sencha green tea | Orange flower | Lotus flower | Ginger

THE ESSENCE OF BUDDHISM IN A TEA
From Shakyamuni to Soka Gakkai

An unprecedented little essay that lasts 5 minutes reading, just the brewing time. 
Written to catch and with ease render the heart of one of the most relevant and 
growing religions: Buddhism. Available in two languages (ITA/ENG).

Adriano GIANNINI
Rule breaker, unaware of being fifty years old, from Grosseto, in 
Milan for a self-imposed exile. He has been interested in creativity 
and Buddhism for over thirty years. Architect by education, he has 
a master in Strategic Design. He creates unconventional products, 
design strategies, marketing and communication. To the question 
about what he is going to do when he grow up, his reply is “keep growing”. 

The aim is: putting in an ingredient for each land interested by Buddhism in its 
diffusion. From West to East (India-red tea, China-ginger, Japan-green tea), and 
from East to West (orange blossoms). The blend is completed by the flower 
symbol of the most important sutra (Budda teaching), lotus. Moreover, blend that 
mix red and green tea are rare: the relevant meaning is the  harmonization of the 
differences.

ISBN 9788885507050  |  € 4.90

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

Stories and flavors, 
to discover the 
essence of life in 
all its expressions, 
during tea brewing 
time.

PRODUCT SHEET             NarraLIFE line BUDDHISM

It contains a mini glossary to learn the most meaningful words to have a quick 
primer. A QR code in on the penultimate page and it leads to audio content. 

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag.

WITH AUDIO 
CONTENT



PRODUCT SHEET               KIDS RISE AND SHINE FAIRY TALES

Rooibos  | sunflower petals  |  lemon crust  |  star anise

17

THE GIRL IN THE DARK
An original and picture tale lasting about 5 minutes reading, just the tea brewing 
time. Written by Roberto Piumini exclusively, for the good morning to every child of 
every age. Pictures are by Cecilia Cavallini. Available in two languages (ITA/ENG).

Roberto PIUMINI
Born in 1947, he lives in Milan but he comes from Valcamo-
nica. He is a truly complete artist. During his long career, he 
have been worked with almost all kind of narrative, aiming 
to understand  and render human soul and its mystery. He 
is particularly inspired by childhood, and since 1978 he has 
been collaborated with over 70 publishers (like Mondadori, Feltrinelli, Einaudi).  
He published many book tales, short and long stories, nursery rhymes, poems, 
plays, educational texts, arrangements of Italian and foreign traditional tales. 
He won several literary awards (like the prestigious Andersen, in 1986) and, 
more recently, the lifetime achievement award Dante Graziosi 2014. 

Original pictures by Cecilia Cavallini. 

Rise and shine fairy tales blends are a mix of rooibos, which is caffeine-free. 
The Girl in the Dark tells the journey of seeking the sun, because one day it 
doesn’t rise. So sunflower and lemon evoke the colours of sunlight, while star 
anise refers to the sun, which is a star indeed.  

ISBN 9788885507104  |  € 4.90

Five fairy-tale 
minutes, to wake 
up without stopping 
dreaming.

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag. IT DOES NOT CONTAIN THEINE



Rooibos  | figs  |  apples  |  orange blossoms | slices of orange
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ISBN 9788885507128  |  € 4.90

HAND
ASSEMBLED

RECYCLED 
PAPER

HIGH QUALITY 
BLEND

2 LANGUAGES2 CUPS

ASSEMBLED WITH LOVE BY AN ITALIAN SOCIAL COOPE
RA

TI
VE

Five fairy-tale 
minutes, to wake 
up without stopping 
dreaming.

PRODUCT SHEET               KIDS RISE AND SHINE FAIRY TALES

ONE DAY THE CREATOR
An original and picture tale lasting about 5 minutes reading, just the tea brewing 
time. Written by Roberto Piumini exclusively, for the good morning to every child of 
every age. Pictures are by Cecilia Cavallini. Available in two languages (ITA/ENG).

Roberto PIUMINI
Born in 1947, he lives in Milan but he comes from Valcamo-
nica. He is a truly complete artist. During his long career, he 
have been worked with almost all kind of narrative, aiming 
to understand  and render human soul and its mystery. He 
is particularly inspired by childhood, and since 1978 he has 
been collaborated with over 70 publishers (like Mondadori, Feltrinelli, Einaudi).  
He published many book tales, short and long stories, nursery rhymes, poems, 
plays, educational texts, arrangements of Italian and foreign traditional tales. 
He won several literary awards (like the prestigious Andersen, in 1986) and, 
more recently, the lifetime achievement award Dante Graziosi 2014. 

Original pictures by Cecilia Cavallini. 

Rise and shine fairy tales blends are a mix of rooibos, which is caffeine-free. 
One day the Creator is about Creation, so we have chosen symbolic fruits like 
fig (the fig leaf), apple (temptation fruit), orange flowers and slices, to evoke 
the flourishing abundance of the earthly paradise.  

Tech specs

Author

Special pages

Title

The blend

Isbn code and 
retail price

Booklet. Dim 9x10 cm (closed). Fluo and silver metallic printed cover. 24 pages, 
printed in offset on recycled paper. Hand-assembled by social cooperative Il 
Sorriso (MI). Closed with a guarantee adhesive seal, expiry date on. 

Tea bag contains 3 grams of high quality tea, with all U.E. Certificate. Brewing 
time: 5 minutes. Expiry date: 2 years from production date. Packaged in 
protective, single dose, heat-sealed, plastic food bag. IT DOES NOT CONTAIN THEINE
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Limited Edition

From 1600 a new tradition arises among the young European aristocrats: travelling to improve their cultural and moral education. This custom took the 
name of Grand Tour, and Italy was its main destination. So the word “tourism” was born, to indicate journeys as massive phenomenon, as they now are for 
us. Here comes the idea of seven themed treasure chests, plus other three, dedicated to Tuscany, Dante Alighieri and Leonardo da Vinci. Each Narratè© 

treasure chest is 10x10x5 cm, and contains 4 titles plus 2 Assólo handmade tea bags, € 25.00 each (shipping cost excluded).

HISTORIC

VENEZIA • ROMA • POMPEI • SICILIA

4

HISTORIC

VENEZIA • FIRENZE • ROMA • POMPEI

3

HISTORIC

MILANO • BOLOGNA • FIRENZE • ROMA

HISTORIC

2

MILANO • FIRENZE • ROMA • SICILIA

GEOGRAPHIC

NORD

TORINO • MILANO • VENEZIA • BOLOGNA

NORD

GEOGRAPHIC

BOLOGNA • FIRENZE • MAREMMA • ROMA

GEOGRAPHIC

MAREMMA • ROMA • POMPEI • SICILIA FIRENZE • MAREMMA • DANTE • LEONARDO DANTE • FIRENZE • BOLOGNA • ROMA LEONARDO • FIRENZE • ROMA • MILANO

•• THREASURE CHEST ••••
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For a “narrating tea” we  needed a special cup, that were narrating itself. So we have created a Narratè© customized cup, 
with blackboard surface, chalk included. It gives full freedom of expression, at hand.

Examples of customizing drawings.

The cup itself 
starts narrating 

High

Bottom

Left Right

included.

ADD-ON | Narratè© CUP

€ 12.00
shipping cost excluded

Tech specs

Name

Retail price

Ø 8.0 cm
h 9.6 cm 

capacity 300 ml, 
ceramic with blackboard 
surface, chalk included.

cod.  EAN0701197306707

NEWS

2019

Chalk 



N.B. Tea bag not included.

€ 4.00 pcs
shipping cost excluded

Blend
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A recycled paper 
heart, to keep the 
most intimate 
feelings.

TÈCCUINO
The Narratè-lovers’ notebook

Unsaid phrases, thoughts to be made, memories to be lived yet. The 
third Tèccuino edition is born to keep all this and much more. It is 
composed of 48 recycled paper pages, and three different fluo insert 
covers to choose from. A notebook truly realized in limited edition, 
for few Narratè-lover chosen-ones.   

Keep not away from adults and children.

Dim. 9x10 cm (closed). Cover: recycled paperboard 350g/m² with 
fluo printing. Interior: 48 recycled paper pages. Binding: 2 metal 
staples. Clasp: black rubber-band 50 x 3 mm. Opening: vertical. 

CARTA
RICICLATA

ADD-ON | Narratè© NOTEABOOK

 FUCHSIA 0701197306714 - GREEN 0701197969902 - ORANGE 0701197969933

NEWS

2019

Tech specs

Name

Retail price

cod.  EAN
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The shopper 
bag becomes a 
show: it speaks 
of you, of class 
and nature.

SHOWPPER
The Narratè-lovers’ bag

Just like in the construction of a novel, here thanks to a thin cotton 
thread, warp and weft   interweave to create a bag that catches 
and thrills the fine tea-lovers. This unique shopper bag becomes 
an amazing showpper, with class and irony, thanks to its original 
message, its handmade printing on both sides, and its elegant 
packaging.

ADD-ON | Narratè© TOTE BAG

100% Cotton

37 x 42 cm

Hand rolled

FRONT
BACK

€ 8.00
shipping cost excluded

0701197306714

NEWS

2019

Tech specs

Name

Retail price

cod.  EAN
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•• BLEND NARRATÈ© ••

BUDDHISM

DANTE

LEONARDO

MAREMMA

BOLOGNA

GIRL IN THE DARK

ONE DAY THE CREATOR

BL
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Black tea | Mint | HAZELNUT | Cinnamon | Vanilla | Hibiscus | Sagebrush

MILAN

VENICE

FLORENCE

ROME

POMPEII

SICILY

Black tea | Cinnamon | Saffron

Black tea | Rooibos | Ginger | Clove | Nutmeg

TURIN

Black tea | Hibiscus | Black mallow | Cinnamon | Ginger | Rosemary

Black tea | Mint | Lemongrass | Cinnamon | Ginger | Laurel

Black tea | Lemon | Pomegranate | Myrtle | Pepper | Rosemary

Black tea | Rooibos | Oranges | Lemons | Orange blossoms | PISTACHIO | Rosemary

Black tea | Rosemary | Hibiscus | Mallow | Star anise | Rose | Ginger | Laurel

Black tea | Rooibos | Cinnamon | Vanilla | Chocolate | Cardamom

Black tea | Sencha green tea | Orange blossoms | Lotus flower | Ginger

Green tea | Juniper | Sunflower Petals | Sage | Eucalyptus | Rosemary

Rooibos | PISTACHIO | Cherry | Pear | Black pepper | Nutmeg

Rooibos | Sunflower petals | Lemon rind | Star anise

LOVE

White tea | Rose petals | Blackberry leaves | Fireweed | Strawberry | Chili pepper

NEWS2019

Rooibos | figs | apples | orange blossoms | orange slices



POCHETTE
5 handmade tea bags to choose

Total cups =                 x 10Mixture quantity each 3g =

€ 6.00

Total cups =                 x 3 0Mixture quantity each 3g =

MIGNON

BEAUTY CUBE

30 handmade tea bags, two for each blend, in a 
paperboard cube, with drawer. Once finished the 
blends, the cube becomes your small library, 
where you can keep all Narratè© blends you will 
choose.

15  handmade tea bags, 
one for each blend

Each our blend is limited edition, unique, exclusive and formulated specifically for every story.  An Assólo tea bag is enough to make up two cups of tea. Tea leaves 
are whole, and the flavour is released by high quality natural ingredients, that can be seen during the infusion.

Total cups =                 x 60Mixture quantity each 3g = +        15 x 15 x 17cm

€ 30.00

€ 16.00

24

•• ASSÓLO ••

Precious handmade tea bags
The other way to enjoy our exclusive Narratè© blends

shipping cost excluded

shipping cost excluded

shipping cost excluded
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COMPANY DETAILS

COMPANY NAME NARRAFOOD SRL

REGISTERED OFFICE ADDRESS  Viale Stelvio N. 21 cap 20159 city 
Milan state ITALY

CONTACT PERSON ADRIANO GIANNINI mob +393397314080 
            (only italian language) 

e-mail address: info@narrateworld.com

PEC e-mail address: narrafood@pec.it

VAT number IT09119510965

TAX CODE 09119510965

REA MI2069959

ISSUING BANK BANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI MILANO

BRANCH MILANO 3

IBAN IT93K0845301602000000214400

BIC SWIFT ICRAITRRCL0

NARRAFOOD Srl - Milan (IT)

•• CONTACTS ••

info@narrateworld.com
www.narrateworld.com

+39 339 7314 080
            #narrateworld


